
ichard was always very thorough in his choice of a 
stallion. He meticulously studied their breeding, and 
with his photographic memory stored the knowledge 
away readily. By the time he was ready to inspect 

the colts, they were already whittled down to a handful.
What drew him to this colt, who was named prophetically 

ACRES DESTINY - IS, was firstly his breeding. He was by 
Bob Acre Doc who was a World Champion Cutting horse 
and out of the mare, San Jose Hickory, who had Lifetime 
Cutting Earnings (LTE) of over USD 300,000.

Richard also insisted that his colt must have a good headset, 
long rein and flat travelling for quick acceleration and be agile. 
ACRES DESTINY - IS had all these qualities and from weaning age 
showed elegance and class that set him apart from the average.

ACRES DESTINY - IS remained in Texas, and when 
he was 2yrs old, he was given to Kathy Daughn to 
break-in and train. Unfortunately, after breaking him in, 
Kathy’s training was compromised and she wasn’t able 
to provide him with the follow-up work he needed.

“I wasn’t aware that Kathy had not been working him,” 

said Richard, ”so I was bitterly disappointed at where he was 
at when I arrived, until I discovered what had happened. 
I nearly lost him at this stage in a sale to Bill Horn.”

“On the advice of Jo Ellard, I made arrangements for 
him to be sent back to her Australian trainer, Guy Woods, 
and in no time at all he was showing his potential.

ACRES DESTINY - IS stayed with Guy Woods and went 
to the National Cutting Horse Association (NCHA) Futurity in 
Fort Worth, Texas the biggest cutting event in the world.

ACRES DESTINY - IS had the 2nd highest aggregate 
after two rounds going into the semi-finals.

“Guy always lopes and warms his horses up in a bosal and 
went to put his bridle on right before showing, and it had been 
stolen. Although the horse was fine Guy appeared rattled under 

ACRES DESTINY - IS
4th February 1993 - 15th August 2018

In 1993, when Richard Bull purchased a 
7-month-old colt from EE Ranches in Texas, 
owned by Jo Ellard, he was in the midst of 
performing a Champion stallion in Australia 
called DOCS FRECKLES OAK - IS. This stallion 
was proving a great performer and sire, but 
Richard was also looking to the future.
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1. Richard Bull and ACRES DESTINY - IS. Photo: Mel Gould
2. Lauren Denmead, Hunter and Richard Bull with 
ACRES DESTINY - IS. Photo: Mel Gould
3. ACRES DESTINY - IS competing at the Gundy Cutting, he finalled in every cutting 
he contested during his lifetime except for one. Photo: Australian Horseman
4. One of ACRES DESTINY - IS’s features that drew breeders to him 
was his lovely headset and rein. Photo: Australian Horseman
5. ACRES DESTINY - IS 
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pressure and only scored 214, a half point short of the Final.”
“We showed him for the next few months and he finalled in 

every event he competed in before coming to Australia. Right 
before his departure to Australia, I was offered a lot of money 
for him USD 150,000, which was hard to turn down. However, I 
always thought he was special and would be hard to replace.”

ACRES DESTINY - IS was campaigned in 
cutting until he was about 13yrs old.

“He developed a little technique when he was cutting where, 
while waiting for his beast to make a move he would mark time, it was 
a little like he was stamping fire ants, people asked me how I trained 
him to do that. However, it was just his little thing,” explained Richard.

I said I had seen Darryl Smith’s great mare, EDENHOPE 
BETTY JANE - HSH do that in polocrosse line-ups so that 
when the ball came in, she could go either way to follow it 
and maybe that was ACRES DESTINY - IS’s idea too.

ACRES DESTINY - IS competed at many venues 
including Melbourne, Brisbane, Toowoomba, Goondiwindi 
and Sydney and finished with Lifetime Earnings of 
$75,000 combining USA and Australia earnings. 

When cutting at Sydney Royal, Bob Palmer, a well-known 
horseman, brought people around to see ACRES DESTINY - IS 
in his box. Richard will always remember him introducing 
ACRES DESTINY - IS to people as, “the best type of Quarter 
Horse to ever come to Australia to suit campdrafting.”

When looking at the numbers of progeny of our great sires, it 
is hard to compare horses of the past with those of the present.

Today we have stallions that never see the mares, 
mares that never rear their foals, semen and embryos 
that can be shipped Nationally and Internationally. 

We can say statistically that to date, due to these advances, 
ACRES DESTINY - IS has more foals registered to him in the Australian 
Stock Horse Stud Book than any stallion before him. With the 
Australian Stock Horse Society, he has 1,275 fully registered offspring.

“He averaged about 100 mares a year, and in one year it 
was just under 200 mares,” reflects Richard,” but mind you, 
we gave away a lot of free services over the years, and some 
years I felt the free services were equalling the paid. We do 
have some collected semen from him but not a lot as we used 
so much semen over the years with the big numbers coming to 
him. I actually have a dose of semen left from DOCS FRECKLES 
OAK - IS which is suitable only for ICSI, and I am tempted to 
use it over the ACRES DESTINY - IS mares to see what I get.”

It is very easy to see why ACRES DESTINY - IS 
was so popular with breeders when you start to look 
at some of the events his progeny were winning.

Looking through the Australian Stock Horse Society records 
ACRES DESTINY - IS’s progeny have won the Open National 
Challenge in 2008, 2014/15; The National Futurity in 2005, 2010, 
and 2016; the National Maturity in 2007, 2013, 2016/17/18; 
and the Maiden Campdraft Series in 2004, 2008, and 2014.

For 11 consecutive years, he was the Australian Campdraft 
Association’s (ACA) Champion Campdraft sire, in 2012/13/15 
and 2016 he sired the ACA Champion Open Horse and in 
2008/9/10/17 the ACA Champion Novice. In one year, the 
Champion Open Horse in the ACA, the ABCRA and the Southern 
Campdraft Association were all by ACRES DESTINY - IS.

It wasn’t only in campdrafting his progeny were 
successful. Three by ACRES DESTINY - IS have won 
the prestigious Cloncurry Stockman’s Challenge.

We start to make a list of events in which ACRES DESTINY - IS’s 
progeny have been successful; Led, Challenges, Working, 
Hacks, Campdrafts, Cutting, Pony Club, Man from Snowy 
River events, Sprint Races, Polo. No doubt you are reading 
this and thinking you forgot one, and named many more.

Richard was particularly pleased to see a winner of the 
Cloncurry Challenge was out of an ACRES DESTINY - IS mare, 
showing the mares are breeding on. Through his lifetime, 
Richard has described ACRES DESTINY - IS as an aloof 
horse with an excellent temperament. He was rarely ill except 
for one time where Richard almost lost him with peritonitis 
when he may have gotten a small piece of wire in his gut 
from a rubber tyre feeder. He also had a bout of colic.

However, his final problems came from a minor stifle 
injury ACRES DESTINY - IS had suffered, that slowly became 
arthritic. In his later years, he developed a spur on the 
stifle which started to make it difficult for him to get up and 
down. So, on the 15th August 2018 at 24yrs old Richard 
made the painful decision to put him down humanely.

When I interviewed Richard in 2002 he was 
wondering how successful ACRES DESTINY - IS would 
be, I think the record speaks for itself. I also think “What 
if Richard had accepted the USD 150,000 for him.”

If ACRES DESTINY - IS had never come to Australia all those 
people who had success on an ACRES DESTINY - IS offspring 
would never have experienced that joy.

When I left Tamarang in 2002, I asked Richard, “Did he think 
he would ever get another DOCS FRECKLES OAK - IS? I guess 
today’s question is, how do you replace ACRES DESTINY - IS? 
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